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Abstract 
Armenian pianist and composer Tigran Hamasyan is one of the most prolific 
artists in music of today. 
 
He defies what is “common” and has re-defined artistry and craft as well as 
career development in a highly personal way. Drawing from the Armenian folk 
tradition as well as from Jazz, Hamasyan has shaped a new language both as a 
performer and a composer. 
 
Also involved in contributing to the community and raising awareness for 
Armenian musicians in academia and beyond, he has created a surge of interest 
in Armenian musical culture and heritage. 
 
In a conversational interview setting with the artist and participating students of 
the University of Music in Lodz, who had expressed their wish to invite Tigran 
Hamasyan to the conference, AEC Working Group member Susanne Abbuehl will 
explore his impressive musical path in connection to the conference theme. 
 
 



 

 

Tigran Hamasyan 
 
With pianist/composer/arranger/conceptualist 
Tigran Hamasyan, potent jazz improvisation 
fuses with the rich folkloric music of his native 
Armenia. Turning 33 in 2020, he’s one of the 
most remarkable and distinctive jazz-meets-
rock pianists of his generation, earning plaudits 
from such legendary jazz pianists as Chick Corea 
and Herbie Hancock as well as avid listeners 
such as pianist Brad Mehldau. A piano virtuoso with groove power, Tigran’s latest 
adventurous recording for Nonesuch is this year’s compelling The Call Within.  
 
Tigran’s career has included an impressive number of accolades, including top piano award 
at the 2003 Montreux Jazz Festival and the grand prize at the prestigious 2006 Thelonious 
Monk Jazz Piano Competition. One of his earliest albums, 2008’s New Era, was championed 
by one scribe who wrote that “with more seasoning and a calming maturity not driven by 
merely showing off, Hamasyan is certain to elevate his art to a top tier of jazz and world 
music expressionism.” Several years later that statement proved to be prophetic as he was 
applauded by NPR Music: “With startling combinations of jazz, minimalist, electronic, folk and 
songwriterly elements…Hamasyan and his collaborators travel musical expanses marked 
with heavy grooves, ethereal voices, pristine piano playing and ancient melodies. You’ll hear 
nothing else like this in 2015.” Hamasyan has continued to pursue their own vision, not only 
built on tradition but also infused with their own personality and passion for his music fueled 
by jazz, classical and folk music from Armenia—plus his love of heavy metal.  
 
For his scintillating improvisation, Tigran uses the melodic content based on the Armenian 
music and creates the harmonic content that instead of being the minor/major classical 
harmonies is based on Armenian modes applied to the piano. “When I improvise I use the 
musical vocabulary that comes from Armenia,” he says, “but I learned the art of 
improvisation through bebop. I think the ability to improvise comes from whether the part 
of your brain has been activated to this state where you require a huge amount of knowledge 
and can carry this information in your brain to be executed when needed. It is the balance 
among knowledge, control and the mysterious creation.” 
 
Hamasyan  has recorded on various labels throughout his career—France’s Plus Loin, 
Universal Music, ECM  and Nonesuch —with his electro-acoustic powerhouse trio as well as 
the Yerevan State Chamber Choir for his 2015 Luys i Luso project focused on Armenian sacred 
music stretching stylistically from the 5th century to the 20th century. In 2015, Tigran garnered 
the prestigious Paul Acket Award at the North Sea Jazz Festival and the following year earned 
the Echo Award (the German Grammy) for best international piano album of the year for his 



 

 

superb Nonesuch recording Mockroot. Tigran has toured internationally for a fan base that 
ranges from adventurous jazz aficionados to progressive hardcore metal listeners. 
 
In the past decade, Tigran’s reputation has soared, continuing to record for such high-tiered 
labels as Nonesuch and ECM. He has also has collaborated in improvisational settings in 
Europe with such fellow stars Ambrose Akinmusire, Mathias Eick and Trygve Seim. Based in 
his native home of Armenia and in Los Angeles, California, Tigran has expanded his musical 
life, including arranging his music for trio and classical orchestra, doing commission work for 
the vocal group Roomful of Teeth and composing a stunning soundtrack to the 2019 
Japanese film, They Say Nothing Stays the Same, directed by renowned Japanese actor Joe 
Odagiri.  
 
Composed and produced by Tigran, his new album, 2020’s The Call Within, is an epic journey 
into the invisible inner world of the artist who, he says, despite having a physical body is 
living in a dreamlike world which is as realistic as the physical one.” He adds, “The artist lives 
in the world where the moment of the unconscious creation is the way to feel conscious. 
Unutterable seconds of longing, subliminal realization, and mostly joy fill the body as a work 
of art, a poem, or a melody is being born into this world for no apparent reason, but only for 
the humanity to discover what is invisible: the divine mystery.” 
 
The Call Within also explores Tigran’s inspiration for maps from different time periods in 
history. He explores poetry, Christian and pre-Christian Armenian folk stories and legends, 
as well as astrology, geometry, ancient Armenian design, rock carvings and cinematography. 
The album blends the lines between historic reality and the imaginary world Comprising ten 
original compositions featuring Evan Marien on electric bass and Arthur Hnatek on drums, 
The Call Within is the most energetic and high-intensity recording of Tigran’s career. The 
album also features special guest artist Tosin Abasi on the furious prog-metal track, “Vortix,” 
and it spotlights vocalist Areni Agbabain and cellist Artyom Manukyan on “Our Film.” The 
album is due on August 28th, 2020 and is now available for preorder.  
 
 
 


